
Tactical Indoor Defense & Evacuation (TIDE)

Read the student feedback from PFC’s first-ever TIDE class…

“Excellent! I learned a lot and had a good time doing it.”
- David O.

“It was good to actually do these exercises with an instructor to correct poor habits. I
feel that with practice, my family will be safer.”
- Rich Z.

“Excellent.  Very informative.”
- Matt G.

“The final exercise taught me how fast things unfold. Great use of time, mix of lecture
and instructor experience.”
- Howard A.

“Excellent.  Eye-opening.  Lots to take home and digest.”
- Jim A.
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“Seriously valuable... I have a tendency to gobble up the theory presentation and avoid
the practical scenarios. It's uncomfortable for me but absolutely necessary.”
- David M.

“The knowledge was endless. any odd question or scenario, there was an easy
solution. I was expecting a refresher of room clearing from my police training, but I
learned a lot of new techniques.”
- Chris K.

“It was nice to look at things from what the populace is going to have to do, and
reinforce the need for a plan "at home" with my wife and family. 10+”
- Kevin S.

“Very knowledgeable training cadre; able to convey concepts very well verbally and
physically. Subject matter was very valuable not only personally but professionally.”
- Dean W.

“The one-on-one instruction with every drill was great.”
- James E.

“Instructor knowledge, skills and abilities are top notch.”
- Erica C.

“I liked the number of instructors.  I liked the instructors too.”
- Matt F.

“All the instructors were very well versed in the material.”
- Mike C.

“Definitely covered a lot more than I thought we would have had time for.”
- Loring M.

“Exceptional.  Awesome.  Exceeded my expectations.”
- Ben M.

TIDE will be returning to New York on May 5th which will be followed by the inaugural
session of TIDE-2 on May 6th.  For more information, check the TIDE links on the class
schedule section of this newsletter.
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